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1. BODY MOTION PROCESSING AND BODY LANGUAGE READING  
 
1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS BODY LANGUAGE READING 
AND WHY IT IS OF IMPORTANCE FOR OUR DAILY LIFE 

Our daily life incorporates multiple interactions with other people. Most of these 

people are strangers: we see them just once sometimes even without being 

aware of it. Nevertheless we are capable to understand their body language in 

order to uncover possible threat or other emotions, their intentions and 

dispositions to be coped with. Accurate recognition and interpretation of other’s 

emotions, mental state or even direction and speed of their motion is crucial for 

living in a social world. 

In research on body language reading, it is important to eliminate other possible 

sources of information like outfit, age cues, and body shape. For proper studying 

body language reading, the point-light displays were created that had been first 

introduced by Swedish scholar Gunnar Johansson (Johansson, 1973). These 

displays represent a valuable tool for body motion studies: By presenting videos 

consisting only of dots placed on the main joints and head of an otherwise 

invisible human body, we provide observers with information revealed by body 

motion solely. 

Human observers readily extract information from point-light videos. They identify 

not only a portrayed action and direction of movement, but also infer more subtle 

characteristics like gender of a point-light walker, emotional state, goal of 

displayed actions, or whether expressed intentions are true or false ones (e.g., 

Runeson and Frykholm, 1983; Pollick et al., 2001; Elsner et al., 2012; for review, 

see Pavlova, 2012).  

Point-light displays portraying human body motion can be modified in certain 

ways, for example by adding simultaneous noise (Ikeda et al., 2005) or placing 

the dots not on the ankles but in between. These modifications, however, do not 

make these displays unrecognizable for a human observer (Bertenthal and Pinto, 

1994). What makes it harder for an observer to identify human body motion is to 

present a point-light walker upside down (Sumi, 1984). Even a priori information 
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about display inversion doesn’t substantially affect the recognition (Pavlova and 

Sokolov, 2003). 

 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of point-light biological motion. Left panel: A point-light walker represented 
only by a number of dots placed on the head and main body joints of the otherwise invisible figure 
on the Neckar Bridge in the medieval downtown of Tübingen. Right panel: A point-light walker 
facing right with canonical upright orientation (bottom), and rotated 180° in the image plane with 
display inversion (top). [The photo of Tübingen and image by Marina A. Pavlova. From Pavlova 
et al. (2017). “Wrong Way Up”: Temporal and Spatial Dynamics of the Networks for Body Motion 
Processing at 9.4 T. Cerebral Cortex 27: 5318–5330, doi:10.1093/cercor/bhx151. Copyright by 
the authors; reproduced with permission.] 

 

In typically developing (TD) individuals, a conceivable link between basic ability 

to perceive biological motion (BM) and social abilities is confirmed by visual 

psychophysics: emotion recognition through BM is related to the visual sensitivity 

to body motion (Ikeda and Watanabe, 2009). Moreover, emotional valence of 

point-light body motion displays (such as happiness) can facilitate detection of 

BM within simultaneous masking elements (Lee and Kim, 2017). The capacity for 

extracting information from body motion appears to be intrinsically tied with social 
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cognitive abilities such as understanding of drives and emotions of others 

(Pavlova, 2012). For instance, inferring affect from point-light body motion and 

performance on the Reading Mind in the Eyes Test (RMET) are strongly tangled 

in adult females (Isernia et al., 2020). 

Although mimic expressions are the most accessible part of a human being for 

reading emotional state, body-cues contribute importantly to conveying the 

emotional state of others. Body language is reported to be much more reliable 

due to higher awareness of a person to its facial expression and better control of 

it. Moreover, if observers are presented with conflict information from face and 

body motion, they rely upon bodily expressed emotion (Meeren et al., 2005).  

TD individuals are proficient in inferring emotions and intentions of others 

represented by BM in point-light displays (e.g., Dittrich et al., 1996; Atkinson et 

al., 2004; Heberlein et al., 2004; Clarke et al., 2005; Manera et al., 2010; Alaerts 

et al., 2011; Actis-Grosso et al., 2015; Vaskinn et al., 2016). Perceivers can judge 

emotional content of dance represented by a few moving dots located on a 

dancer’s body, with anger as the most reliably identified emotion (Dittrich et al., 

1996).  Revealing emotions from BM is fairly robust across cultures (Parkinson 

et al., 2017). Even economic decisions are influenced by other people through 

their whole bodily expressed states (Oullier and Basso, 2010).  

Own experience of observers in action production promotes understanding of 

body language. The “mirror system” in the brain integrates the motion content 

with the motor repertoire resulting into a greater bilateral activation of premotor 

cortex, intraparietal sulcus, right superior parietal lobe and left posterior superior 

temporal sulcus visible in fMRI when observing familiar movements (Calvo-

Merino et al., 2005). For that reason, it appears rational to use widely known 

movements for experimental settings for body language reading. 

 

1.2 DEVELOPMENT OF BODY LANGUAGE READING 

1.2.1 In children. The ability to detect BM and social characteristics of others 

unveiled by BM emerges early in life: already 2–3-day-old human newborns are 

tuned to displays depicting point-light human walkers (Bidet-Ildei et al., 2014) and 
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other vertebrates (Simion et al., 2008; 2011). Visual processing of BM and related 

social signals rapidly develops over early period of life (see Pavlova, 2012 for 

comprehensive review of earlier developmental work).  

Most developmental studies, however, focused on the ability to perceive BM, 

including the visual sensitivity to BM, visual preference for BM, and identification 

of BM direction. Little is known about the ability to infer social information such 

as social agency and other characteristics such as drives, emotions and 

intentions. It was suggested that BM processing can serve as a hallmark of social 

cognition and, therefore, social abilities and BM processing may be firmly linked 

(Pavlova, 2012). Furthermore, developmental paths in revealing social traits and 

characteristics through BM have been largely neglected, whereas the early 

development of other social abilities (such as affective facial processing) has 

attracted much attention.  

TD preschoolers aged 3 and 5 years are able to spontaneously recognize not 

only point-light displays depicting a human walker, but also other vertebrates 

(such as dogs) and a bird, and 5-year old children exhibit the same performance 

level as adults (Pavlova et al., 2001). Similar findings are reported when 6-year-

olds, 9-year-olds, and adults discriminate point-light BM depicting different human 

actions: all age groups of participants perform near the ceiling level without age 

differences in accuracy (Freire et al., 2006). By adding simultaneous noise (i.e., 

additional moving dots) to point-light displays the visual signal-to-noise ratio is 

reduced, making BM tasks deliberately more demanding and difficult to perform. 

The sensitivity to these masked BM linearly improves with age. 9-year-olds (but 

not 6-year-olds) distinguish BM from masking noise as well as adults do (Freire 

et al., 2006; Annaz et al., 2010). 

Only a few studies investigated social aspects of BM perception in infancy. By 

comparing the ability to detect social signals between TD infants at 4 and 9 

months, it was shown that infants aged 9 months with an increased interest in 

social stimuli excel on a developmental index compared to their peers without 

such interest (Kutsuki et al., 2009). When point-light displays and full-light (whole-

body) movies showing an actor turned to look at a target either to the left or the 
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right side were presented to infants, both 9 and 12-month-old infants are tuned 

to the direction of attention of a full-light agent, whereas only 12-month-olds are 

able to follow the attentional shift of a point-light figure. This suggests early 

abilities for visual sharing of socially relevant information with a point-light agent. 

These findings account for a basic developmental step in the ability to integrate 

higher-level social information from point-light displays during this developmental 

period (Yoon and Johnson, 2009; Furuhata and Shirai, 2015). 

The findings on development of body language reading in typical and atypical 

development are extremely sparse, and this topic requires further research 

efforts. Very little is known about children's ability to recognize affective BM, 

though from an evolutionary point of view, body language reading is even more 

important than face affect recognition or tuning to speech prosody: people are 

often seen at a distance, and one can perceive patterns of BM, posture and gait 

before some cues from facial expression become available (Van Meel et al., 

1993). Two earlier studies with full-light BM displays investigating emotion 

recognition from solo dance have reported that by 8 years of age, children 

achieve adult performance level in emotion recognition from dancing movement. 

However, already performance of 4-year-olds is above chance level (Boone and 

Cunningham, 1998; Lagerlof and Djerf, 2009).  

Yet one has to take into account that emotions represented by dance are often 

exaggerated and/or symbolic, and therefore, how these findings can be 

generalized to daily-life body language reading remains unclear. In a study with 

a relatively large number of children aged 4-17 years, participants had to indicate 

whether BM point-light displays portray happiness, sadness, fear or anger (Ross 

et al., 2012). Children as young as 4 years old perform above chance in decoding 

affect from body language: this holds true for all four portrayed emotions. 

However, children perform worse than adults. By connecting performance to age 

of each participant, a bilinear developmental trajectory with a steep increase 

during childhood followed by a much slower rate of improvement after 8.5 years 

of age could be drawn. In this study, no gender differences in performance were 

found (Ross et al., 2012). This outcome has important implications for 

understanding the maturation of social cognition. Most recently proposed two-
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process model claims that the mechanism underlying BM detection comprises a 

fast-motion-detection ability and a slow global structure-from-form interpretation 

ability, which is shaped by experience (Hirai and Senju, 2020). Further research 

is required to obtain a more detailed insight into the developmental trajectories of 

body language reading. 

1.2.2 In adults. As already mentioned above (p. 6), healthy TD adults are able to 

interpret information about intentions, emotions and dispositions expressed by 

point-light actors. Previous studies show that observers are able to reliably 

recognize emotions (such as fear, anger, grief, joy, surprise, and disgust) from 

point-light BM of trained dancers (Dittrich et al., 1996). Yet, the emotional content 

of the upright point-light clips was rated less accurate as compared to the full-

scene videos. The neuropeptide oxytocin (OT) plays an important role for 

interpersonal bonding: After a single-dose of intranasal OT (24 IU), performance 

on the emotion-rating task becomes better (Bernaerts et al., 2016; Wynn et al., 

2019). Emotional valence of BM affects the sensitivity to point-light gait (masked 

by an additional set of dots taken from the same point-light walker display) with 

highest sensitivity (but also with greatest response bias) to angry and lowest 

sensitivity to neutral walking (Chouchourelou et al., 2006). The sensitivity to 

slightly camouflaged BM is related to both anger and happiness (Ikeda and 

Watanabe, 2009). Superiority effect of happiness in body language reading is 

also reported: BM detection within noise is not only facilitated by actor’s 

happiness, but happiness is easier to recognize than other emotions (Lee and 

Kim, 2017). The ability to reveal identity of point-light dancers and expression 

intensity correlates with self-reported empathy (Sevdalis and Keller, 2011). 

Alexithymia (i.e., inability to identify and describe emotions in the self) is 

correlated with confidence in rating of emotion valence through point-light body 

language (Lorey et al., 2012). 

It is also possible to identify the emotional content of interpersonal communication 

of two actors through point-light displays. The recognition of the presented 

emotional content is impaired when either one of two portrayed actors is 

completely missing or is changed to a mirrored version of the other actor (Clarke 

et al., 2005). The original videos presented upside-down show a preserved ability 
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in the recognition of joy and love, whereas the recognition of anger, disgust, fear 

or romantic love is decreased. A database was created with several sets of 

different social actions presented by male and female couples (Manera et al., 

2010). There are, for example, displays portraying an agent performing a 

communicative gesture which is followed by a responding action of a second 

agent. It could be shown that by changing the communicative action of the first 

agent to an independent action, the correct rating of the expected action of the 

second agent is reduced. Changing interval time between communicative gesture 

and responding action leads to impairments in prediction of the anticipated action 

(Manera et al., 2011, 2013). 

1.2.3 In elderly. Older people often show difficulties in the perception of motion 

such as direction detection, evaluation of speed of moving patterns (Ball and 

Sekuler, 1986; Norman et al., 2003) or in 3-Dimensional structure-from-motion 

perception (Andersen and Atchley, 1995; Norman et al., 2000). Previous studies 

have shown decreased detection of point-light BM camouflaged by a cloud of 

noise for older compared to younger adults (Billino et al., 2008; Pilz et al., 2010). 

However, it seems that older adults’ performance on BM tasks substantially 

improves with increasing stimulus duration (Norman et al., 2004; Pilz et al., 2010; 

Spencer et al., 2016). This suggests that changes in BM perception might in part 

be related to increasing processing times. In addition, older adults seem to use 

different strategies when processing BM. In elderly, observers require more 

distance in virtual space between themselves and a point-light walker to integrate 

BM information than younger adults (Legault et al., 2012): Their performance 

decreases markedly at a distance as far as 4 m (a distance that is critical for 

collision avoidance), whereas performance in young adults remains constant up 

to 1 m. Perceptual-cognitive training of observers aged 64-73 years eliminates 

the difference in BM perception after only a few weeks (Legault and Faubert, 

2012). Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in 19 healthy older adults 
(age range 62-78 years) and in 19 younger adults (age range 20-30 years) shows 

increased temporal and frontal activation in the older group for low-level motion 

but no differences for BM. Time-course analyses in regions of interest known to 

be involved in both types of motion processing likewise did not reveal any age 
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differences for BM processing (Biehl et al., 2017). This outcome shows that while 

low-level motion processing in healthy aging requires recruitment of additional 

resources, BM processing appears to be relatively preserved. 

Previous research suggests that the ability to perceive emotional stimuli 

decreases with age: older adults are impaired in recognizing emotional 

expressions from static faces (Lambrecht et al., 2012). Recent work shows that 

body language reading (such as emotion recognition through body motion) 

remains rather accurate over age: only recognition of sadness (but not angry and 

happy displays that are more exaggerated) at short durations is lower in elderly 

(Spencer et al., 2016). It is also reported, however, that older adults perform 

poorly on decoding actions and emotions from point-light displays (Insch et al., 

2012). 

The question arises: How does age, not just of an observer, but also of an actor 

affect BM processing. Age may influence the ability to recognize other people's 

body expressions by changes in one's own ability to perform certain action over 

the life-span (i.e., an own-age bias may occur, with best recognition for one's own 

age). To address this issue, point-light displays of children, young adults and older 

adults (>70 years) expressing six different emotions were presented to observers 

of the same three age-groups (Pollux et al., 2016). No evidence for the predicted 

own-age bias was found. Children better recognized older actors' expressions of 

'active emotions,' such as anger and happiness. Taken together, these findings 

suggest that age-related changes in one owns’ action production affect body 

language reading in young children only (probably because they interact more 

frequently with older adults). Overall, it appears that both BM processing (as 

compared to other types of motion) and body language reading are relatively 

intact in elderly. 

 

1.3 BRAIN NETWORKS ENGAGED IN BODY LANGUAGE READING  

With the advent of sophisticated tools and techniques over the past decades, 

brain imaging has contributed to considerable progress in our understanding of 

the networks underlying BM processing and body language reading. 
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In TD individuals, BM processing relies on a large-scale network with foci in the 

parieto-temporal junction and fusiform gyrus (or fusiform face area, FFA), and in 

the parietal and frontal cortices, with right-hemispheric dominance (Grossman et 

al., 2000; Vaina et al., 2001; Puce and Perrett, 2003; Grossman and Blake, 2002; 

Michels et al., 2005; 2009; Gobbini et al., 2007; Saygin, 2007; Herrington et al., 

2011; Pavlova et al., 2017; see also meta-analyses Grosbras et al., 2012; Engell 

and McCarthy, 2013). The hub of this circuitry lies in the right posterior superior 

temporal sulcus, pSTS (Grossman and Blake, 2002; Beauchamp et al., 2003; 

Gobbini et al., 2007; Kaiser et al., 2010; Herrington et al., 2011; Dasgupta et al., 

2017), where this network likely topographically overlaps and communicates with 

the social brain.  

Brain imaging work (which is mostly based on functional magnetic resonance 

imaging, fMRI) had been primarily restricted to localization of brain areas involved 

in social cognition. For understanding proper functioning of neural circuits and 

especially its pathology, one has to consider dynamic changes in brain activation 

unfolding over time (Pavlova, 2017b). Magnetoencephalography (MEG) reveals 

temporal dynamics of the cortical response to BM in healthy adults (Pavlova et 

al., 2004), and in children who suffer congenital periventricular lesions to the 

white matter (Pavlova et al., 2006). Electroencephalography (EEG) in TD adults 

uncovers topographically similar responses to BM over the extrastriate occipital 

and right temporal cortices (e.g., Hirai et al., 2003; Jokisch et al., 2005; Krakowski 

et al., 2011; Han et al., 2013; White et al., 2014). BM processing requires intact 

communication within this distributed brain network. 

Only recently, engagement of brain structures beyond the cerebral cortex, such 

as the cerebellum, has been identified (Sokolov et al., 2012; 2014ab; Jack et al., 

2017). Most recently, whole head ultra-high field 9.4T fMRI along with analysis of 

the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) response revealed distinct large-scale 

ensembles of regions playing in unison during different stages of BM processing 

(Pavlova et al., 2017). The only task-related fMRI functional connectivity study on 

BM processing suggests the right FFG, MTC and STS to be interconnected, and 

that the STS exclusively interacts with insula and IFG (Dasgupta et al., 2017). 

These findings speak to a “gatekeeper role” of the STS, receiving pre-processed 
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information from the FFG and MTC but being the only region communicating with 

higher-order areas. However, recent integrative analysis of structural and 

effective brain connectivity sheds light on architecture and functional principles of 

the BM circuity which is organized in a parallel rather than hierarchical way 

(Sokolov et al., 2018). 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Overview of large-scale brain networks with different temporal dynamics. Brain regions 
exhibiting greater activation to (A) upright versus inverted BM in the left (left panel) and in the 
right (right panel) brain hemisphere; (B) inverted versus upright BM in the left (left panel), and in 
the right (right panel) hemisphere. Regions with similar temporal dynamics of the blood oxygen 
level dependent (BOLD) response are color coded. Large spheres represent regions that 
differentiate between upright and inverted BM at least in 1 out of 4 temporal intervals (time bins); 
small spheres represent regions where display-specific effects were not found in any single bin. 
From Pavlova et al. (2017). “Wrong Way Up”: Temporal and Spatial Dynamics of the Networks for 
Body Motion Processing at 9.4 T. Cerebral Cortex 27: 5318–5330, doi:10.1093/cercor/bhx151. 
Copyright by the authors; reproduced with permission. 

 

Research on the brain networks dedicated to affective body language reading in 

normalcy and pathology is extremely sparse (Heberlein et al., 2004; Peelen and 
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Caramazza, 2010; Atkinson et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2015; Jastorf et al., 2015; 

Mazzoni et al., 2017). Preserved emotion recognition and impaired personality 

rating occurs in patients with damage to the right somatosensory cortices, 

whereas patients with damage to the left frontal opercular cortices have 

difficulties in emotion rating but fail to judge personality traits (Heberlein et al., 

2004). The effect of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) [either anodal 

(excitatory) or cathodal (inhibitory)] by electrodes mounted over the right pSTS 

(target) and orbito-frontal cortex (reference) on the performance on emotion 

recognition task from BM is modulated by the emotional valence of the stimuli. 

Recognition of emotions with a negative emotional valence (sadness and anger) 

was increased when receiving anodal stimulation compared to cathodal 

stimulation (Vonck et al., 2015). In foreseeing intentional actions of others, the 

ability of interpersonal predictive coding (IPC) is crucial for predicting 

communicative actions. In patients with schizophrenia, symptoms of social 

misbehavior could be caused by deficits in predictive coding. Patients and healthy 

controls had to perform a detection task of identifying communicative or non-

communicative actions of a first actor, followed in 50% of trials by the presence 

of a second actor. As a result, the communicative gesture leads to the 

presumption of the presence of a second actor, compromising the rate of correct 

answers. Against expectations, patients with schizophrenia and TD individuals 

showed a similar impact on the correct response rate. This leads to conclusion 

that processing of BM based on reflexive recognition is not impaired to a further 

extent in schizophrenic compared to TD individuals (Okruszek et al., 2019). 

The processing of emotional content of body language is thought to rely mostly 

on body kinematics. To identify brain areas for emotion recognition from gait, 

highly controlled dynamic body-movement stimuli based on real human motion-

capture data were created and testified (Roether et al., 2009). Using fNIRS during 

the performance of an emotion recognition task and a speed control test, 

increases in cortical oxygenated haemoglobin (O2HB) in response to visual 

stimulation during emotion discrimination were measured (Schneider et al., 

2014). Negative emotions activated right occipito-temporal and left temporal and 

temporo-parietal areas whereas fearful and angry gait elicited higher activation 
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increases during the emotion recognition task compared to the speed task with 

the same stimuli. The activation pattern is different for the task on emotion 

recognition as compared to the task on speed recognition with the same set of 

visual stimuli.  It is connected to emotion-coping processes, involving different 

brain-areas for visual association and for body/motion recognition (Schneider et 

al., 2014). Similar stimuli were used for another study, with differentiated 5 levels 

of emotional intensity for each emotion. Brain selectivity to emotional gait stimuli 

in the STS, amygdala, fusiform body area (FBA) and extrastriate body area (EBA) 

were revealed by fMRI during the rating task of emotional content and intensity. 

For visually identical stimuli, the amygdala showed a stronger response when the 

stimulus was perceived as emotional. Besides, the level of amygdala activity was 

linked positively to the emotional intensity (Goldberg et al., 2015).  

Not only differentiating the emotional state of performers engaged in social 

interaction, but also inferring the absence of emotional content in body language 

reading is of vital importance for effective social interaction. Most recent analysis 

of fMRI data uncovers the brain circuits signaling the absence of emotion in body 

language reading indicating greater activation of the right amygdala and midline 

cerebellar vermis to non-emotional as opposed to emotional body language. 

Furthermore, the effective connectivity between the amygdala and insula predicts 

our ability to detect the absence of emotion in body language (Sokolov et al., 

2020). 

 

1.4 GENDER DIFFERENCES IN BODY LANGUAGE READING  

Efficiency of body language reading is affected by a plenty of factors. One of them 

is since long ago present in prejudices according with women are better in social 

skills. Most of studies on gender differences in social cognition are based on 

emotion recognition from static facial expressions. Women perform generally 

better in processing of non-verbal cues: for example, men are more likely to 

misconceive friendliness in a woman as sexual interest and sexual interest as 

friendliness (Farris et al., 2008). Girls aged 3.5 years perform on emotion 

recognition tasks as well as boys aged 5 years (Boyatzis et al., 1993).  
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Despite the fact that females are widely believed to be more proficient in body 

language reading, the experimental data in both healthy individuals and patients 

with deficient social abilities is not only sparse but also beyond simple 

interpretation (Pavlova, 2017b). Females are more accurate in recognition of 

point-light activities (such as walking, jumping on the spot, kicking a ball, drinking 

from a bottle) and excel in some aspects of body-language reading: they are 

faster in discrimination of emotional from neutral BM (Alaerts et al., 2011). 

Females are more accurate in body language reading (affective dynamic whole-

body expressions of happiness, sadness, anger, and neutral) than males; 

however, males with schizophrenia perform better than females with 

schizophrenia (Strauss et al., 2015).  

Most recently it was shown that BM processing and the extraction of emotional 

content from BM are gender specifically linked. Forty participants (20 males and 

20 females) were presented with the same point light BM displays performing two 

different tasks: emotion recognition or gender identification. They also had to 

identify either actor gender or emotional state from a set of static photographs 

from the Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test. Although no gender effects on the 

performance of the BM tasks were documented, in males the accuracy in 

recognition of emotions was linked to the accuracy in gender recognition.  For 

females, the performance on the Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test was 

associated to the accuracy and response time in body language reading (Isernia 

et al., 2020). These findings point to gender-specific modes in visual social 

cognition and trigger investigation of body language reading in neuropsychiatric 

disorders, most of which are gender-specific. 

 

1.5 GOALS   

Gender effects in body language reading are largely unknown, and a few previous 

findings are controversial. Investigation of gender impact on body language 

reading is of substantial value for clarification of the nature of 

neurodevelopmental and psychiatric disorders (such as autistic spectrum 

disorders (ASD), schizophrenia, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), 
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eating and anxiety disorders) characterized by impairments in social cognition. 

Many of these disorders are gender-specific: females and males are differently 

affected in terms of clinical picture, prevalence, and severity.  

The motivation of the present work was to clarify whether, and, if so, how gender 

affects body language reading (recognition of emotions in point-light displays of 

knocking motion and human locomotion) in TD adult individuals. The present 

work intends to make an initial step in filling the gap, and to clarify whether, and, 

if so, how perceiver’s gender affects recognition of emotional expressions 

conveyed by actions of others. More specifically, we asked (i) whether gender 

affects recognition of emotions represented by body motion, or, in other words, 

whether females excel in recognition of emotional actions; and (ii) whether gender 

effects depend on emotional content of actions.  

In the first study, we addressed these issues by administering participants a 

three alternative-forced choice task: participants had to indicate whether a display 

portrayed happy, neutral or angry knocking on a door.  

In the second study, in addition to the issues (i) and (ii) listed above, we asked 

(iii) whether gender effects in body language reading are impacted by actor 

gender. We also did use the other repertoire of expressive actions: human 

locomotion versus knocking motion in the first study. We implemented a point-

light methodology that helps to isolate information revealed by motion from other 

cues (shape, color, etc.). Perceivers saw only a few bright dots placed on the 

main joints of an invisible actor, so that all other clues except for motion 

characteristics were eliminated.  
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about how to deal with it. Dynamic body expressions, gestures, and 

actions of others are a richer and more ecologically valid source of 

information for social interaction (De Gelder, 2006, 2009; Pavlova, 

2009). The other important advantage of bodily expressions is that 

whereas face expressions (similarly to a verbal information flow) 

are believed to be easily kept under control, body movements reveal 

our true feelings. When emotions expressed by faces and bodies 

are incongruent, recognition of facial expressions is affected by 

emotions revealed by body (Meeren et al., 2005). Brain imaging 

indicates that emotions expressed by dynamic bodies as compared 

to faces elicit greater activation in a number of brain areas includ-

ing the superior temporal sulcus (STS), a cornerstone of the social 

brain (Kret et al., 2010). Experimental evidence obtained primarily 

in patients with lesions and cortical blindness favors the assump-

tion that emotional body language can be processed automatically, 

without visual awareness and attention (for review, see Tamietto 

and de Gelder, 2010).

To a great surprise, however, gender impact on body language 

reading is largely unknown. A few studies conducted at the begin-

ning of the 80s based on the profile of non-verbal sensitivity (PONS) 

test, which includes body motion (neck to knees) video clips, point 

to the superiority of females in body language reading (e.g., Blank 

et al., 1981). However, this test has some serious methodological 

limitations; for example, it is based on body motion video clips of 

only one female actor. Although sex differences represent a rather 

delicate topic, underestimation, or exaggeration of possible effects 

can retard progress in the field.

The present work intends to make an initial step in filling the 

gap, and to clarify whether, and, if so, how perceiver’s gender affects 

recognition of emotional expressions conveyed by actions of others. 

More specifically, we ask (i) whether gender affects recognition of 

emotions represented by body motion, or, in other words, whether 

INTRODUCTION

Body language reading is of immense importance for adaptive social 

behavior and non-verbal communication. This ability constitutes 

a central component of social competence. Healthy perceivers are 

able to infer emotions and dispositions of others represented by 

point-light body movements that minimize availability of other 

cues (Pollick et al., 2001; Atkinson et al., 2004; Heberlein et al., 2004; 

Clarke et al., 2005; Ikeda and Watanabe, 2009; Rose and Clarke, 

2009). Perceivers can reliably judge emotional content of dance 

represented by a few moving dots placed on the dancer’s body 

(Dittrich et al., 1996). Visual sensitivity to camouflaged point-light 

human locomotion is modulated by the emotional content of gait 

with the highest sensitivity to angry walking (Chouchourelou 

et al., 2006). Observers can discriminate between deceptive and 

true intentions conveyed by body motion, and true information 

is precisely detected despite misleading endeavors (Runeson and 

Frykholm, 1983; Grèzes et al., 2004a,b).

But how do we know whom to trust or who is attracted to 

us? Such judgments are vital to social interaction, and men and 

women appear to show profound differences in cues attended to. 

Yet research on sex differences in visual social cognition has been 

mainly limited to static face images, in particular, still photographs. 

In accordance with widespread beliefs, females exhibit higher sen-

sitivity to non-verbal cues: they better discriminate friendliness 

from sexual interest (Farris et al., 2008) and are more proficient 

in recognition of facial emotions (Montagne et al., 2005). Females 

without and with Asperger syndrome are better at recognizing 

emotions from dynamic faces than males (Golan et al., 2006). 

Moreover, females tend to better recognize emotions from faces 

than from voices, whereas males exhibit the opposite tendency. As 

a rule, however, facial expressions and static body postures can only 

signal emotional states and affect, but do not provide information 
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right hand (Figure 1). Point-light actors were seen facing right, 

in a sagittal view, and struck the surface directly in front of them. 

The size of all point-light knocking stimuli was standardized in 

such a way that in the first frame, the distance from the head to 

the first metacarpal joint was identical for all actors. For each 

emotion, six different displays with equal number of knocking 

performed by female and male actors were created. By using the 

Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Albany, CA, 

USA), each video was displayed five times per experimental session 

resulting in 30 trials per emotion. The whole experimental session 

consisted of a set of 90 displays representing three emotions in a 

random order, and took about 15–20 min per participant. Each 

display was shown for 1 s. We used a three alternative-forced choice 

paradigm. On each trial, participants indicated (by pressing with 

their dominant hand one of three respective keys on a computer 

keyboard) whether a display portrayed happy, neutral, or angry 

knocking. Positions of the keys were counterbalanced between 

participants. Participants were told that they have to perform the 

task as accurately as possible. No immediate feedback was given 

regarding performance.

RESULTS

Percentage correct in recognition of emotions conveyed by knock-

ing is represented in Figure 2A. In both females and males, rec-

ognition of all emotional expressions was above chance level 

(p < 0.001). However, recognition of happy knocking was less 

accurate than of neutral and angry actions. This is consistent with 

the outcome of previous studies on emotion recognition through 

point-light human locomotion (Chouchourelou et al., 2006; Ikeda 

and Watanabe, 2009) and dance (Dittrich et al., 1996) that show 

better recognition of angry over happy motion.

Individual number of correct responses was submitted to a 2 × 3 

repeated-measures ANOVA (as assessed by the Shapiro–Wilk test, 

the data were normally distributed) with factors Gender (female/

male) and Emotional expression of knocking (happy/neutral/

angry). This analysis revealed the lack of a main effect of gender 

(F
(1,32)

 = 0.21, p = 0.648, ns). However, a main effect of emotional 

expression (F
(2,32)

 = 82.94, p < 0.0001) and interaction between the 

factors Gender × Emotional expression (F
(2,32)

 = 6.23, p < 0.003) 

were highly significant. Planned pair-wise comparisons indi-

cated that males outperformed in recognition of happy knocking 

(t
32

 = 2.58, p < 0.015, one-tailed, here and below Bonferroni cor-

rected for multiple comparisons; d = 0.84), whereas females tended 

females excel in recognition of emotional actions; and (ii) whether 

gender effects depend on emotional content of actions. To this end, 

healthy young females and males were presented with point-light 

displays portraying knocking at a door with different emotional 

expressions (happy, neutral, and angry). We took advantage of a 

point-light technique that helps to isolate information revealed by 

motion from other cues (shape, color, etc.). Perceivers saw only a 

few bright dots placed on the main joints of an otherwise invisible 

arm (Figure 1) so that all other clues except for motion character-

istics were abandoned.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PARTICIPANTS

Thirty four healthy adults, students of the University of Tübingen 

Medical School (aged 20–36), were enrolled in the study. Mean 

age of females (20 participants) was 23.8 ± 3.7 years, and mean 

age of males (14 participants) was 22.9 ± 2.0 years. There was no 

age difference between female and male participants (t
32 

= 0.95, 

p = 0.35, ns). The groups were also comparable in terms of edu-

cational and socio-economic status. All participants had normal 

or corrected-to-normal vision and heterosexual orientation. None 

had a history of neurological or psychiatric disorders including 

autistic spectrum disorders (ASD), schizophrenia, head injures, or 

medication for anxiety or depression. None had previous experi-

ence with such displays or tasks. Participants were run individually. 

Informed written consent was obtained in accordance with the 

requirements of the local Ethical Committee at the University of 

Tübingen Medical School.

STIMULI AND PROCEDURE

We used point-light displays portraying knocking arm motion 

(Pollick et al., 2001, 2002). Point-light displays were recorded 

during performance of knocking with different emotional con-

tent (happy, neutral, and angry). We chose to use animations 

with happy and angry motions, because happiness and anger are 

reported to be quite similar on the activation dimension, and these 

animations tended to have fast and jerky movements (Pollick et al., 

2001). Display creation is described in detail elsewhere (Pollick 

et al., 2001). In brief, recording was performed using a 3D posi-

tion measurement system at a rate of 60 Hz (Optotrak, Northern 

Digital Inc., Waterloo, ON, Canada). Each display consisted of 

six point-light dots placed on the head, shoulder, elbow, wrist, 

and the first and forth metacarpal joints of an otherwise invisible 

FIGURE 1 | Three static frames taken from the dynamic sequence representing knocking motion by a set of dots placed on the arm joints, shoulder, and 

head of an otherwise invisible actor. Actors were seen facing right, in a sagittal view, and struck the surface directly in front of them.
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reveals the lack of advantage of females in recognition accuracy. 

Instead, the findings indicate that sex effects in recognition accuracy 

are modulated by emotional contents of actions.

to  over-perform in recognition of angry knocking (t
32 

= 1.87, 

p < 0.07, one-tailed) and excelled in recognition of neutral knock-

ing (t
32

 = 2.54, p < 0.016, one-tailed, d = 0.88). The data, therefore, 

FIGURE 2 | Recognition of happy, neutral, and angry point-light knocking 

by females and males. (A) Percentage correct: Males outperformed in 

recognition of happy knocking (p < 0.015), whereas females excelled in 

recognition of neutral knocking (p < 0.016) and tended to over-perform in 

recognition of angry knocking (p < 0.07). Bold horizontal line indicates chance 

level. Significant differences are indicated by an asterisk; (B) Error rate: The lack 

of gender differences in error rate demonstrates that gender differences in 

recognition accuracy of emotional content of knocking were not caused by 

gender-related bias for mistaking one emotion for another. Each bar represents 

an average ratio of the number of errors of particular type to the overall number 

of errors made for a display type (e.g., leftmost bar represents an average ratio 

of number of trials when happy knocking was mistaken for neutral knocking to 

the number of trials when happy knocking was mistaken for both neutral and 

angry knocking); (C) Response time to happy, neutral, and angry point-light 

knocking by females and males. Females and males do not differ in response 

time. Vertical bars represent ± SE.
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Based on popular wisdom, one can expect that while women 

possess soft skills in social perception including high sensitivity to 

positive emotional signals and subtle details, men might outperform 

in recognition of negative menacing expressions. This assumption is 

based on the different evolutionary and socio-cultural roles of both 

genders (e.g., Biele and Grabowska, 2006; Proverbio et al., 2008). 

High sensitivity of women to positive emotions has been related to 

their role as primary offspring care providers. Social cognition in 

men is presumably connected with active interactions and immedi-

ate reactions, and, therefore, emotion perception is likely associated 

with motor programs. Anger detection is usually associated with a 

need to act, for example, escape from a person or prepare to confront 

a person. However, the data available are controversial. In the present 

study, males over-perform in recognition of emotionally positive 

happy actions. These data agree with findings showing that men 

appear to exhibit stronger brain activation in response to positive 

pictures (depicting landscapes, sport activities, families, and erotic 

scenes) than women (Wrase et al., 2003; Sabattineli et al., 2004; 

Gasbarri et al., 2007). Moreover, males are equally responsive to 

happiness conveyed through static and dynamic happy faces (males 

rate the intensity of dynamic and static expressions of happiness 

equally high), whereas females are less responsive to happiness in 

static faces (Biele and Grabowska, 2006). Presumably, this indicates 

that males are better tuned to subtle expressions of happiness in 

faces and actions. This might hold true, at least, for a population of 

young men with a high social status and educational level as those 

participated in the present study. The prominent outcome of the 

study is that females had a clear advantage in recognition of neutral 

knocking. This suggests that women are better tuned to the lack of 

emotional content in body actions. Future research should clarify 

whether gender effects in body language reading occur with other 

repertoires of actions, and with other arrays of emotions.

What is the nature of gender effects in body language reading? 

One possibility is that gender differences have neurobiological 

sources (Cahill, 2006; Jazin and Cahill, 2010), and brain mecha-

nisms underpinning body language reading are sex-specific. The 

social cognition network, commonly referred to as the social brain, 

primarily involves the parieto-temporal junction, temporal cor-

tices including the fusiform face area and the STS, orbitofrontal 

 cortices, the amygdala (Adolphs, 2003), and the left lateral cer-

ebellum (Sokolov et al., 2010). The right STS is a cornerstone for 

processing of meaningful body motion (Grossman and Blake, 2002; 

Pavlova et al., 2004; Pelphrey et al., 2004). Is the social brain sex-

specific? This is an open question.

To date, studies of sex effects on the social brain have been 

limited to investigation of face expressions or body actions repre-

sented in still photographs. Brain activation in females is reported 

to be more bilaterally distributed, presumably providing greater 

contribution of both hemispheres to identification of facial affect 

(Bourne, 2005; Proverbio et al., 2010). Females show stronger event-

related potential (ERP) response to emotional faces (Orozco and 

Ehlers, 1998). However, the findings are controversial. Sex effects 

are found in the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) response 

of the amygdala to happy, but not to fearful faces (Killgore and 

Yurgelun-Todd, 2001). On the other hand, a significant correlation 

between functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activity of 

the amygdala and behavioral response to fearful faces is observed 

Error analysis (Figure 2B) indicated that by both females and 

males, happy knocking was mistaken for neutral knocking in more 

than 80% of wrong responses (error rate 0.84 and 0.86 for females 

and males, respectively; gender difference: t
32

 = 0.42, p = 0.68, two-

tailed, ns. Error rate was calculated as an average ratio of the number 

of errors of particular type to the overall number of errors made 

for a display type). In turn, with a lack of gender differences, neu-

tral knocking was misperceived as happy actions in about 70% of 

error responses (error rate 0.68 and 0.67 for females and males, 

respectively; gender differences: t
32

 = 0.02, p = 0.99, two-tailed, 

ns). In about 80% of error trials in response to angry knocking, 

both females and males mistook angry knocking for neutral knock-

ing (error rate 0.79 and 0.8 for females and males, respectively; 

gender difference: t
32

 = 0.14, p = 0.88, two-tailed, ns). The lack 

of gender differences in error rate suggests that gender effects in 

 recognition accuracy of emotional content of knocking observed in 

the present study are not caused by gender-related bias for mistak-

ing one  emotion for another.

For response time analyses, a 2 × 3 repeated-measures ANOVA 

was performed on individual values (as assessed by the Shapiro–

Wilk test, the data were normally distributed) with factors Gender 

(female/male) and Emotional expression (happy/neutral/angry). 

This analysis did not reveal any effect of gender (F
(1,32)

 = 1.56, 

p = 0.22, ns) as well as any interaction of factors Gender × Emotional 

expression on response time (F
(2,32)

 = 1.42, p = 0.25, ns; Figure 2C). 

However, a main effect of emotional expression was significant 

(F
(2,32)

 = 35.16, p < 0.0001), with the fastest response to angry knock-

ing, and the slowest response to neutral knocking (Figure 2B). This 

shows that recognition of neutral knocking was more difficult than 

that of angry and happy knocking. Post hoc pair-wise comparisons 

showed no gender difference in response time to happy (t
32

 = 0.09, 

p = 0.93, two-tailed, ns, average 2.00 ± 0.39 and 1.99 ± 0.28 s from 

the stimulus onset, for females and males, respectively), neu-

tral (t
32

 = 1.21, p = 0.24, two-tailed, ns; average 2.15 ± 0.33 and 

2.28 ± 0.3 s, for females and males, respectively), and angry knock-

ing (t
32

 = 0.14, p = 0.89, two-tailed, ns; average 1.84 ± 0.32 and 

1.85 ± 0.28, for females and males, respectively). Taken together, 

the findings suggest that gender does not affect speed of body lan-

guage reading. For both females and males, however, the swiftness 

of response to body language depends on the emotional content 

of actions. Since it is difficult to interpret negative findings within 

a relatively small sample size that might be considered a limitation 

of the study, the lack of sex differences in error rate and response 

time has to be further explored.

DISCUSSION

The outcome of the study indicates that gender affects accuracy 

rather than speed of body language reading. To the best of our 

knowledge, the present work delivers the first evidence for sex 

effects in body language reading. The gender effect, however, is 

modulated by the emotional content of actions. Females tend to 

excel in recognition accuracy of angry knocking, whereas males 

over-perform in recognition of happy actions. Furthermore, 

females clearly surpass males in recognition of emotionally neu-

tral knocking. The lack of gender differences in error rate sug-

gests that gender effects in recognition accuracy are not caused 

by gender-related bias.
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2008), it is unclear whether females and males with ASD differ 

in body language  reading. The lack of studies in females with 

ASD calls for a thorough investigation of their profile. The other 

important issue for future research is sex differences in visual 

social cognition in survivors of premature birth. Males are at a 

14–20% higher risk of premature birth (Melamed et al., 2010) 
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in males only (Derntl et al., 2009a). Both behavioral and amygdala 

responses to threat-related face expressions are correlated with tes-

tosterone level (Derntl et al., 2009b).

In accordance with widespread belief, it is reported that the 

female brain is more responsive to social stimuli represented in still 

images (Proverbio et al., 2009). Recent ERP findings indicate that in 

females, processing of actions’ goals occurs earlier (Proverbio et al., 

2010). Neuroimaging reveals that gender effects are not evident 

in the neural circuitry underpinning visual processing of social 

interaction, but rather in the regions engaged in perceptual decision 

making: the neuromagnetic gamma response over the left prefron-

tal cortex peaks earlier in females (Pavlova et al., 2010a).

Gender effects at behavioral level do not necessarily imply that 

there is sex-related difference in brain activation subserving body 

language reading. Moreover, gender differences in performance on 

social cognition tasks can be impacted by socio-cultural stereotypes 

(Pavlova et al., 2010b). Several types of interrelations between 

behavioral measures and brain mechanisms engaged in social per-

ception should be taken into account: (i) sex differences both in 

behavioral and brain responses; (ii) sex differences detectable either 

at behavioral level or only in brain activation; and (iii) absence of 

sex differences both at behavioral and brain levels (Pavlova, 2009). 

Noteworthy, gender-related dimorphism in the brain may not only 

elicit but also prevent behavioral differences if they are maladaptive 

(De Vries, 2004).

Future research should be directed at uncovering sex differ-

ences in brain activity during body language reading. Such investi-

gation would also shed light on sex differences in neuropsychiatric 

conditions characterized by impairments in social cognition such 

as ASD, depression, and schizophrenia. It is known that males are 
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Abstract

Body language reading is of significance for daily life social cognition and successful social interaction, and constitutes a
core component of social competence. Yet it is unclear whether our ability for body language reading is gender specific. In
the present work, female and male observers had to visually recognize emotions through point-light human locomotion
performed by female and male actors with different emotional expressions. For subtle emotional expressions only, males
surpass females in recognition accuracy and readiness to respond to happy walking portrayed by female actors, whereas
females exhibit a tendency to be better in recognition of hostile angry locomotion expressed by male actors. In contrast to
widespread beliefs about female superiority in social cognition, the findings suggest that gender effects in recognition of
emotions from human locomotion are modulated by emotional content of actions and opposite actor gender. In a nutshell,
the study makes a further step in elucidation of gender impact on body language reading and on neurodevelopmental and
psychiatric deficits in visual social cognition.
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Introduction

Every single day we are watching strangers passing by. We

automatically determine not only speed, trajectory, and direction

of their locomotion in order to avoid collisions and safely get

through a crowd, but also spontaneously judge mood, intentions,

dispositions and personality traits of walkers, which may be useful

for a potential social interaction. Adult perceivers discern emotions

and dispositions of others conveyed by point-light displays that

reduce other kinds of information except for body motion [1–7].

Yet this ability seems to require a period of maturation during

childhood [7]. In one of the initial studies in the field [8], youthful

point-light gaits were reported to appear as more powerful and

happier. Later a few attempts had been made to identify body

motion parameters that are associated with the perceived social

and personality traits [9–12]. Visual sensitivity to camouflaged

point-light locomotion is modulated by the emotional content of

gait with the highest sensitivity to angry locomotion [13], and the

ability to recognize anger in displays portraying masked human

locomotion is related to gait detection [14]. Moreover, in

agreement with the assumption that biological motion processing

serves a hallmark of social cognition [15], in typically developing

adults and individuals with autistic disorders, the ability to reveal

emotions from point-light body motion may be related to more

basic capability for discrimination between canonical and scram-

bled biological motion [16,17].

Emotional gender stereotyping appears to affect decoding of

biological motion displays. Point-light displays depicting angry

throwing a ball are often judged to be performed by men, whereas

displays depicting sad throwing are referred to portray women

[18]. Yet it is unclear whether the ability for veridical body

language reading is impacted by gender. According to popular

beliefs about female superiority in social cognition, there are some

indications for sex impact on biological motion processing in non-

human primates, common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus): females

only exhibit curiosity to point-light biological motion displays [19].

Newly hatched female chicks are reported to exhibit a stronger

preference for point-light biological motion of a walking hen (even

over a walking cat) than their male peers [20]. This preference

presumably reflects stronger affiliate tendencies in females. Gender

congruency between perceivers and actors affects visual priming of

camouflaged point-light locomotion [21], whereas alterations in

biological motion processing with age appears to be unaffected by

observers’ gender [22]. Functional magnetic resonance imaging,

fMRI, reveals enhanced brain activation during point-light

biological motion processing in adult females as compared to

males over the regions involved in social cognition (such as the

temporal pole and amygdala) [23]. These sex differences are

reported to be less pronounced in school-age youth.

Females excel in body language reading through expressive full-

light (neck to knees or ankles) body motion video clips [24]. The

first study on reading of point-light body language made use of

displays representing knocking at a door with different emotional
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expressions [25]. In a three-alternative-forced choice paradigm,

healthy female and male adults indicated whether a display

portrayed happy, neutral, or angry knocking. The outcome shows

that gender effects are modulated by emotional content of actions:

Males excel in recognition accuracy of happy actions, whereas

females tend to excel in recognition of hostile angry knocking and

are substantially better in recognition of neutral knocking. Another

study shows that females are more accurate in recognition of

point-light activities (walking, jumping on the spot, kicking a ball,

drinking from a bottle, and wiping the table), and tend to be faster

in differentiation of canonical point-light biological motion from

scrambled displays [16]. Most important, females are reported to

surpass in some aspects of body language reading: they are faster

in making judgments on whether point-light displays are happier,

sadder, angrier, or not different from an emotionally neutral prime

portraying the same activity, in other words, in discrimination of

emotional from neutral body motion. The lack of gender impact

on emotion discrimination accuracy may have been at least partly

explained by a rather high performance level in both females and

males. It appears plausible that gender effects are more evident in

recognition of subtle rather than explicit, full-blown or exagger-

ated emotional expressions. For example, gender effects are

reported to be more pronounced in recognition of facial emotional

expressions of lower intensity [26] or in briefly exposed displays

[27].

The present work intends to make a further step in clarification

of whether gender affects body language reading by studying

recognition of emotional human locomotion. More specifically, we

ask (i) whether gender of observers affects recognition of emotions

represented by human gaits; (ii) whether gender effects depend on

emotional content of gait; and (iii) whether gender effects in

recognition of human locomotion are impacted by actor gender.

With this purpose in mind, healthy female and male adult

observers were presented with point-light displays portraying

human locomotion with different emotional expressions. We used

a point-light methodology that helps to isolate information

revealed by motion from other cues (shape, color, etc.). Perceivers

saw only a few bright dots placed on the main joints of an invisible

actor (Figure 1), so that all other clues except for motion

characteristics were eliminated.

Materials and Methods

Participants
Fifty three adults, students of the University of Tübingen were

enrolled in the study. Age of females (27 participants) was

23.1561.1 years (median; 95% confidence interval), and of males

(26 participants) was 2461.33 years. There was no age difference

between female and male participants (Mann-Whitney test,

U = 407.5, p = 0.32). All observers had normal or corrected-to-

normal vision. None had head injuries or medication for anxiety

or depression, and a history of neurological or psychiatric

disorders including autistic spectrum disorders and schizophrenia.

They were run individually. None had previous experience with

such displays and tasks. The study was conducted in line with the

Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local Ethics

Committee at the University of Tübingen Medical School.

Informed written consent was obtained from all participants.

Participation was voluntary, and the data were processed

anonymously.

Stimuli and procedure
Participants were presented with point-light displays portraying

human locomotion. Display creation is described in detail

elsewhere [28]. The displays were built up by using the Motion

Capture Library. In brief, recording was performed using a 3D

position measurement system at a rate of 60 Hz (Optotrak,

Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, ON, Canada). The matrix data

for each frame was processed with MATLAB (The Mathworks

Inc., Natick, MA, USA) into a video sequence. Each display

consisted of 15 white dots visible against a black background

(Figure 1). The dots were placed on the shoulder, elbow, and wrist

of each arm; on the hip, knee and ankle of each leg; and on the

head, neck, and pelvis of a human body. Each video consisted of

101 frames, and was presented at a rate of 60 frames per second.

Each gait cycle was accomplished in 67 frames. As we supposed

more pronounced gender effects would occur in recognition of

subtle emotional expressions, we used brief stimulus duration.

Each movie lasted for 1.68 s that corresponded to 1.5 walking

cycle. During locomotion, a walker was seen facing right in

intermediate position of 45u between the frontal and sagittal view.

We used this intermediate trajectory of locomotion, because the

sagittal view is often considered neutral in respect to possible social

interactions, and the frontal view is reported to elicit ambiguous

(facing backward or toward an observer) and often gender-

dependent impressions of locomotion direction [29–32]. The

walking figure was pelvis fixed to the middle of the screen.

Four females and four males served as actors. They were asked

to walk with different emotional expressions (happy, angry, or

neutral). All sets of stimuli were created from the same actors for

avoiding variability in emotion portrayal. We chose to use

animations with neutral, happy and angry motion primarily to

enable comparison of the findings with the previous study on body

language reading with a point-light knocking motion [25]. By

using the Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc.,

Albany, CA, USA), each video was displayed four times per

experimental session resulting in 32 trials per emotion. The whole

experimental session consisted of a set of 96 displays that were

presented in a random order. A white fixation cross was displayed

in the center of the screen for 3.32 s of inter-stimulus interval.

Each session took about 10–15 min per participant. We used a

three-alternative-forced choice paradigm. On each trial, partici-

pants indicated (by pressing one of three respective keys) whether

the display portrayed happy, neutral or angry locomotion. No

immediate feedback was given regarding performance.

Results

Individual rates of correct responses (proportion correct) were

submitted to a 26362 repeated-measures analysis of variance,

ANOVA (as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test, the data were

Figure 1. Illustration of stimuli. Four static images illustrating angry
human walking as a set of dots placed on the main joints and head of
an invisible actor body. Each display consists of 15 white dots presented
against a black background. During locomotion, a walker was seen
facing right in intermediate position (45u) between the frontal and
sagittal view.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081716.g001
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normally distributed) with factors Gender of observers (female/

male), Emotional expression (happy/neutral/angry), and Gender

of actors (female/male). The outcome revealed that main effects of

Gender of observers (F(1,51) = 0.01, ns) and Gender of actors

(F(1,51) = 0.13, ns.) were non-significant, whereas a main effect of

Emotional expression (F(2,102) = 60.28, p,0.0001) and interac-

tion between the factors Emotional expression6Gender of actors

(F(2,102) = 3.43, p,0.036) were significant. Post hoc analysis of

simple effects revealed, however, that anger was not better

recognized from displays portraying male as compared to female

actors, and happiness from displays portraying female as

compared to male actors. No difference was found in recogniz-

ability of neutral locomotion from movies portraying female and

male actors. All other interactions were non-significant (Gender of

observers6Emotional expression (F(2,102) = 1.18), Gender of

observers6Gender of actors (F(1,51) = 1.13), Gender of obser-

vers6Emotional expression6Gender of actors (F(2,102) = 0.77)).

As we expected more distinct gender impact on recognition of

subtle emotional expressions (see Introduction), we set 41% cut-off

(determined as a mean value of display recognizability) for

recognition of emotions through human locomotion, and focused

on analysis of the displays that were recognized below this level.

No gender effects were found in recognition accuracy of displays

that were recognized above the cut-off. All neutral displays were

recognized above the cut-off, and, therefore, our analysis was

limited to displays depicting angry and happy locomotion.

Proportion of correct responses in emotion recognition is

represented in Figure 2A. As can be seen, males surpass females

in recognition of happy walking portrayed by female actors

(U = 475.1, p,0.016), whereas females exhibit a tendency to be

better in recognition of angry locomotion expressed by male actors

(t(51) = 1.68, p,0.098). The data, therefore, reveal a lack of overall

advantage of females in recognition of emotion through human

locomotion.

To ensure that gender effects in emotion recognition were not

due to gender-related bias for mistaking one emotion for another,

we performed an error analysis. As seen in Figure 2B, in both

females and males, happy locomotion expressed by female actors

was primarily mistaken for neutral locomotion (mean error rate 6

standard deviation, 0.660.04 and 0.660.05 for females and

males, respectively; gender difference: t(51) = 0.03, p = 0.97). When

happy locomotion expressed by female actors was misperceived as

angry locomotion, a lack of gender differences was also found

(0.460.04 and 0.460.05 for females and males, respectively;

t(51) = 0.03, p = 0.97). In turn, when angry locomotion portrayed

by male actors was erroneously recognized, both females and

males primarily mistook it for neutral locomotion without gender

differences (0.5960.04 and 0.5460.04 for females and males,

respectively; t(51) = 0.97, p = 0.34). When angry locomotion

performed by male actors was misperceived for happy gait, no

gender differences were found in error rate (0.4160.04 and

0.4660.04 for females and males, respectively; t(51) = 0.97,

p = 0.34). The lack of gender differences in error rates suggests

that gender effects in recognition accuracy of emotions through

locomotion found in the present study are not due to gender-

related bias for misperceiving one emotion for another.

For response time analysis, a 26262 repeated-measures

ANOVA was performed on individual values (as assessed by the

Shapiro-Wilk test, the data were normally distributed) with factors

Gender of observers (female/male), Emotional expression (happy/

angry), and Gender of actors (female/male). This analysis reveals a

main effect of Emotional expression (F(1,51) = 182.39, p,0.0001).

This outcome indicates that for both females and males, swiftness

of response to emotional locomotion depends on its emotional

content. As further seen from Figure 2C, the fastest response was

given to angry locomotion represented by female actors, and the

slowest response to happy locomotion represented by male actors.

This suggests that for both female and male participants, displays

representing subtle expression of a happy man were most difficult

Figure 2. Recognition of subtle expressions of angry and
happy point-light locomotion. A) Proportion correct: Males over-
perform females in recognition accuracy of happy walking portrayed by
female actors, whereas females exhibit a tendency to be better in
recognition of angry locomotion expressed by male actors. B) Error rate:
The lack of gender differences in error rate indicates that gender
differences are not caused by gender-related bias for mistaking one
emotion for another. C) Response time: Males are faster than females in
responding to happy walking portrayed by female actors. Asterisks
indicate significant gender differences, whereas asterisks in brackets
indicate a tendency. Vertical bars represent 6SE.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081716.g002
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to recognize, whereas recognition of subtle angriness expressed by

female actors was the easiest. A main effect of Gender of actor was

significant (F(1,51) = 109.09, p,0.001). On overall, emotions

portrayed by female actors were more readily recognizable than

emotions expressed by male walkers. Males were not only better in

recognition of happy walking portrayed by female actors, but also

faster in responses to these displays than females (Figure 2C;

t(51) = 2.42, p,0.019).

Discussion

The outcome of the present study suggests that gender impacts

recognition of subtle emotions from human locomotion only, and

this occurs in a complex way. The gender effects in recognition of

subtle emotions are modulated by the emotional content of

locomotion and opposite actor gender: Males surpass females in

recognition accuracy and readiness to respond to subtle expres-

sions of happiness performed by female actors, whereas females

exhibit a tendency to be better in recognition of angry locomotion

expressed by male actors. The lack of gender differences in error

rates indicates that gender effects in recognition accuracy are not

caused by gender-related bias for mistaking one emotional

expression for another. The findings agree with previous evidence

on gender effects in recognition of emotions from point-light

displays portraying knocking: Male observers over-perform in

recognition of happy knocking, whereas females tend to better

recognize hostile angry motion [25]. This earlier study however,

did not address the issue of whether gender effects are associated

with gender of actors. The present work suggests that gender

effects in body language reading can be modulated not only by

emotional content of body motion, but also by (opposite) actor

gender.

The present data appears to challenge the recent theoretical

reasoning suggesting that production of actions may be intimately

linked with understanding of intentions and actions of others

[33,34]. From the mirror neuron system point of view, one would

expect that observers would over-perform in recognition of

emotions expressed by actors of the same gender (i.e., females

would be better in recognition of emotions expressed by female

actors, and males in recognition of emotions expressed by male

actors), because they have common or more similar motor

programs engaged in emotional expressions, and therefore can

understand emotional locomotion of others ‘‘from the inside’’ [33,

p.264]. Actually, such common motor programs may facilitate

biological motion perception: gender congruency between an

observer and a runner during the visual priming improves

detection of direction of a point-light runner embedded into a

complex simultaneous dynamical mask [21]. Motor expertise may

enhance perception of point-light biological motion displays

portraying dance [35]: female dance experts are better in similarity

discrimination of point-light dance elements expressed by female

actors (when observers and performers share not only visual

experience, but also common motor program for dance perfor-

mance) than male experts (when observers and performers share

enriched visual experience only). Acquired motor skills in dance

performance also specifically affect brain activity during action

observation [36,37]. However, facilitation effect of gender

congruency was not observed in the present study dealing with

some aspects of social cognition.

Although social cognition is presumably associated with active

interactions and immediate reactions, and, therefore, body

language reading is likely associated with motor programs, we

did not observe facilitation effects of gender congruency in

recognition of subtle emotions from locomotion. Our findings

rather agree with assumptions based on the evolutionary or

ecological accounts that imply gender-specific socio-cultural

differences. Indeed, higher sensitivity of male observers even to

subtle happiness expressed by female walkers might suggest

perceptual significance of positive emotions in potential partner

selection [38]. In addition, a considerable amount of research has

documented that both female and male observers are especially

tuned to anger expressions depicted in different kinds of point-light

biological motion [1,3,13,14,25] and in faces and full-body

displays [39], presumably because perceiving anger is of particular

relevance for one’s own well-being and helps to avoid critical

situations. Bearing in mind that from the evolutionary and socio-

cultural points of view, female roles are often associated with

offspring care providing, it appears that women might be not only

more sensitive to anger expressions in body language, but also

exhibit higher sensitivity than males even to subtle clues of anger

expressed by males because they may signal potential danger.

Future research should confirm whether gender effects in body

language reading persist with other repertoires of body move-

ments, and with other arrays of emotions.

At first glance, the outcome of the present study appears to

contradict the findings reported by Alaerts and colleagues [16]

about female superiority in some aspects of body language reading

in point-light displays: although females do not differ from male

observers in accuracy, they tend to be faster in discrimination of

emotional (happy, angry, sad or neutral) point-light body motion

from neutral displays. This apparent discrepancy may be

explained by methodological differences in the tasks (discrimina-

tion vs. forced choice paradigm), movies duration, and variety of

portrayed point-light actions.

Future research should be directed at uncovering sex differences

in brain activity during body language reading. First of all, it is

unclear whether the neural circuits underlying body language

reading are sex specific. The existing findings on sex differences in

the social brain are either limited to investigation of static and

dynamic faces (for recent review, see [40]) or extremely sparse. In

males, greater fMRI brain activation over the extrastriate body

area, superior temporal sulcus, fusiform gyrus, pre-supplementary

motor area, and premotor cortex (with a lack of behavioral

differences) is reported for a full-body male threatening versus

neutral displays [41]. Brain activation during visual processing of

point-light biological motion overlaps topographically, especially,

in the right temporal cortex, with the network engaged in visual

perception of agency and social attribution in Heider-and-Simmel-

like movies representing motion of geometric shapes [42,43]. Yet

sex differences are not manifested in the neural circuitry

underpinning visual processing of social interaction in Heider-

and-Simmel-like animations. Gender impact is evident only in the

regions engaged in perceptual decision making: the magnetoence-

phalographic (MEG) oscillatory induced gamma response over the

left prefrontal cortex boosts later in males [43]. Furthermore, the

time delay in peak MEG activation in males corresponds to longer

response time to the Heider-and-Simmel animations as compared

with control stimuli [43].

Growing neuroimaging evidence points to sexual dimorphism of

the brain [44–46], also in the white matter underlying brain

connectivity between different areas [47,48]. Investigation of sex

differences in body language reading would help to clarify the

nature of neurodevelopmental and psychiatric disorders charac-

terized by impairments in social cognition. Many of these

disorders are gender-specific: females and males are differently

affected in terms of prevalence and clinical picture. Males have a

higher risk for developing autistic spectrum disorders than females,

with a sex ratio of about 4:1 [49]. Neuroanatomy of autism is
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reported to differ between females and males [50]. For Down

syndrome, the reported sex ratio is 1.28 [51], and for fragile X

syndrome, the ratio is 2 [52]. Males are at a 14–20% higher risk

for premature birth [53] and of its complications in the brain

development and cognition [54]. On the other hand, depression is

approximately twice as common in females as in males [55].

Females are more often affected by anxiety disorders with a ratio

of 2:1 or even 3:1, and gender differences occur already in

childhood increasing with age [56,57]. Although in most of these

disorders some aspects of biological motion processing and body

language reading are reported to be impaired [58–62], gender

impact on these impairments is largely unknown. Clarification of

gender effects in body language reading and underlying brain

networks would provide novel insights into understanding of

gender vulnerability to psychiatric and neurodevelopmental

deficits in social cognition [15].
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4. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Previous research concentrated on emotion recognition of static affective faces 

or body language reading in static images of body postures. In the present work 

consisted of two studies, for the first time, we investigated gender differences in 

body language reading by using point-light movies portraying human actions 

(knocking on a door) and locomotion. The main advantage of these stimuli is 

that they eliminate other possible sources of information (such as outfit, age 

cues, and body shape) except of body motion cues. 

The aim of the present work was to clarify whether, and, if so, how gender of 

observer affects body language reading (recognition of emotions in point-light 

displays of knocking motion and human locomotion). We intended to clarify 

whether, and, if so, how perceiver’s gender affects recognition of emotional 

expressions conveyed by actions of others or more specifically (i) whether 

gender affects recognition of emotions represented by BM, or, in other words, 

whether females excel in recognition of emotional actions; and (ii) whether 

gender effects depend on emotional content of actions.  

The outcome of both studies together indicated that gender of observer affects 

the accuracy of body language reading, but not response time (i.e., processing 

speed). Observer gender affects body language reading in point-light movies 

depicting knocking on a door, but the effects are modulated by emotional 

content of actions: males surpass females in recognition accuracy of happy 

actions, whereas females tend to excel in recognition of angry knocking 

(Sokolov et al., 2011). The advantage of women in recognition accuracy of 

neutral actions suggested that females are better tuned to the lack of emotional 

content of actions. A similar pattern of results was found for subtle emotions 

expressed by point-light human locomotion (Krüger et al., 2013). The gender 

effects are modulated by the emotional content of locomotion and opposite 

actor gender: males surpass females in recognition accuracy and readiness to 

respond to expressions of happiness performed by female actors, whereas 

females exhibit a tendency to be better in recognition of angry locomotion 

expressed by male actors (an opposite gender effect).  
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In a nutshell, the gender effect in body language reading is modulated (i) by the 

emotional content, e.g. females tend to surpass males in recognition of angry 

hostile action, whereas men exhibit an advance in the performance on the 

recognition of happy action. (ii) Actor gender also has an influence on the 

performance, e.g. females show a tendency to perform better when an angry 

action is presented by a male actor, whereas men over-perform (more accurate 

and faster) in the recognition of happy female point-light walkers.  

 
4.1   POSSIBLE MECHANISMS UNDERLYING GENDER DIFFERENCES 

4.1.1 Sex specific brain structures and functions. The question arises, what 

are the sources of gender differences in body language reading. One possibility 

would be the existence of sex specific brain structures (see, e.g., Pavlova, 

2017b; Ritchie et al., 2018). Indeed, based on the analysis of 949 human brains 

(428 male and 521 female), it has been reported that males exhibit greater 

within-hemisphere connectivity, whereas between-hemispheric connectivity 

predominates in females (Ingalhalikar et al., 2014). During the first 30 years of 

life, TD females tend to have greater gray matter volume relative to brain size 

and a lower white-to-gray matter ratio than males (Groeschel et al., 2010). In 

children aged 4.5–18 years (325 total brains), developmental trajectories of 

brain tissue volumes are predominantly curvilinear in females but linear in 

males (Brain Development Cooperative Group, 2012). The social cognition 

network involves the parieto-temporal junction, temporal cortices and the 

superior temporal sulcus (STS), orbitofrontal cortices and the amygdala (e.g., 

Adolphs, 2003). In fMRI studies, full-light (whole-body) BM stimuli depicting 

threat or anger elicit higher activation in the STS and linked regions compared 

to neutral stimuli (Grèzes et al., 2007; Pichon et al., 2008; 2009).  

However, findings on sex specificity of the social brain are controversial. For 

example, BOLD responses of the amygdala show a sex-specific effect only 

towards happy faces with a higher activation of the right amygdala than the left 

in men, but not women. Fearful content activated the left amygdala more than 

the right for both male and female (Killgore, 2001). Otherwise, a significant 

correlation between fMRI activity of the amygdala and behavioral response to 
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fearful faces is observed in males only (Derntl, 2009a,b). Other findings indicate 

that there are morphological sex-depending differences in the brain structure 

and connectivity (Cahill, 2006; Brain Development Cooperative Group, 2012; 

Menzler et al., 2011; Chou et al., 2011). 

 

 

 
Figure 3. (A) Brain connectivity in males (upper panel) and females (lower panel) as reveled by 
connection-wise analysis. Brain connectivity in child (B), adolescent (C), and young adult (D). 
Intrahemispheric connections are shown in blue, and interhemispheric connections in orange. 
Node color representations are: light blue, frontal; cyan, temporal; green, parietal; red, occipital; 
white, subcortical. From Ingalhalikar et al. (2014). Sex differences in the structural connectome 
of the human brain. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the USA 111 (2): 823-
828; https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1316909110. 

 

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1316909110
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Previous findings on sex specificity of the social brain in relation to processing 

of body motion and body language reading are extremely sparse and only a few 

recent studies are available (e.g., Burke et al., 2019). In females, increased 

fMRI activation is found during passive viewing of point-light BM displays 

(waving, pat-a-cake, and peek-a-boo) over the regions belonging to the social 

brain, in particular, the temporal pole, medial temporal gyrus, cerebellum, and 

amygdala (Anderson et al., 2013). Brain fMRI activity elicited by threatening 

facial and whole-body expressions is modulated by the observer’s gender (Kret 

et al., 2011). By judging emotions represented by stick-figure human body 

postures, healthy adults express sex specific patterns of fMRI activity (Kana and 

Travers, 2012). 

MEG work revealed sex dependent modes in the time course and topography of 

the neural circuitry underpinning visual processing of neutral point-light BM, 

even in the absence of behavioral differences (Pavlova et al., 2015b). At early 

latencies, females exhibit a greater activation than males over the right parietal, 

left temporal, and right temporal cortices, a core of the social brain. In males, 

the boosts of activation are greater at later latencies over the right frontal and 

occipital cortices that likely reflect back-propagating influences from the areas 

involved in higher order cognitive processing. The findings deliver the first 

evidence for gender-dependent modes in the time course and topography of the 

circuitry for BM processing. In light of the absence of differences at the 

behavioral level, it is plausible that sex differences in the cortical response may 

prevent behavioral differences if they are maladaptive. Moreover, by using 

MEG, temporal characteristics and topography of the network engaged in visual 

processing of social interaction in Heider-and-Simmel-like animations of 

geometric shapes were identified (Pavlova et al., 2010a). Stronger activity in the 

left Crus I and lobule VI of the cerebellum was associated with a greater 

tendency to describe the Heider-and-Simmel movies in affective rather than 

motion-related terms, and psychophysiological interaction analysis indicates 

preferential effective connectivity between the right pSTS and the left Crus II 

(Jack and Pelphrey, 2015). Contrary to popular wisdom, gender effects were 

evident in the neural circuitry underpinning perceptual decision making rather 
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than in visual social perception (Pavlova et al., 2010b): The gamma oscillatory 

MEG response over the left prefrontal cortex, a region implicated in perceptual 

decision making, peaked earlier in females.  

4.1.2 The mirror neuron system. The other possible mechanism that can 

explain gender impact on body language reading is the mirror neuron system. It 

is proclaimed that the mirror neuron system is a key-player in the recognition, 

understanding and performance of actions and embedded emotions (for 

reviews, see Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010; Sinigaglia and Rizzolatti, 2011): 

observers better understand and recognize actions of others, if they can 

perform these actions themselves. It is reported that even infants aged 9-11 

weeks exhibit links between perception and production of actions (Reid et al., 

2019). As pointed earlier (Krüger et al., 2013), from the mirror neuron system 

point of view, one would expect that observers would over-perform in 

recognition of emotions expressed by actors of the same gender (i.e., females 

would be better in recognition of emotions expressed by female actors, and 

males in recognition of emotions expressed by male actors), because they have 

common or similar motor programs. Previous findings show that visual priming 

elevates the direction detection of a masked runner only in observers of the 

same gender, who possess similar motor programs with a runner (Bidet-Ildei et 

al., 2010). Motor experience in performance of certain movements (for example, 

dancing) also leads to a better recognition of these movements:  female dance 

experts are better in discrimination of point-light dance elements expressed by 

female actors (when observers and performers share common motor program 

for dance performance) than male experts (when observers and performers 

share visual experience only) (Calvo-Merino et al., 2010).  

Facilitation effect of gender congruency, however, was not observed in the 

present study dealing with some aspects of social cognition. We obtained an 

opposite gender effect, i.e., better female performance of female observers 

when recognizing male angry actors and better performance of male observers 

by recognition of female happy actors (Krüger et al., 2013). This may reflect 

evolutionary significance of the opposite gender appearance with higher tuning 
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of males to happiness communicated through body motion of females and 

higher tuning of females to possible (even subtle) signals of threat or danger in 

body language of males.  

Future work is required to clarify the origin of gender impact on social cognition, 

and on body language reading. Clarification of complex interaction of 

neurobiological sex and sociocultural gender, and its influence on the social 

brain would provide novel insights for understanding gender vulnerability to 

psychiatric and neurodevelopmental deficits (Pavlova, 2017a).  

 

4.2 CLINICAL RELEVANCE 

The clinical relevance of research on gender differences in body language 

reading is based on the following interconnected reasons: (i) most of 

neurodevelopmental, psychiatric, psychosomatic, and neurological disorders 

are characterized by aberrant visual social cognition and body language 

reading; and (ii) most of these disorders are gender specific with a skewed sex 

ratio: females and males are affected differently in terms of clinical picture, 

prevalence, and severity (Pavlova, 2017ab). Causes of this gender specificity 

are largely unknown, but may be of neurobiological as well as socio-cultural 

(different social roles and images of females and males, such as ‘males should 

be stronger than females and don’t usually show their sensibility and depressive 

mood’).  

Anxiety disorders, for instance, show a female to male ratio of 2:1. New 

evidence indicate that there are two anatomically and functionally different 

serotonergic circuits involved in modulating anxiety (for review, see Donner, 

2013). Depression occurs significantly more often in females, with a ratio of 2:1 

(Diflorio and Jones, 2010). Many other neuropsychiatric disorders (such as ASD 

or schizophrenia) show male prevalence. Individuals with autism [prevalence is 

close to 6 per 1000 (Newschaffer et al., 2007); or even higher (but cf. Pantelis 

and Kennedy, 2016)] may be considered as a key population for understanding 

the relationship between BM processing and aberrant social cognition. 

Neurodevelopmental disorders are also often gender/sex specific: Down 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Donner%20NC%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23588380
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syndrome possesses a sex ratio of 1.28 (Bishop et al., 1997), Fragile X 

syndrome has a ratio of 2:1 (Crawford et al., 2001) and is characterized by 

some unique gender-dependent differences in cognitive and clinical profiles 

(Rinehart et al., 2011). Male fetuses are at 14-20% higher risk of premature 

birth (Melamed et al., 2010) with complications for further brain development 

and cognition (for review, see Pavlova and Krägeloh-Mann, 2013). 

Deficits in BM processing and/or body language reading are reported in 

individuals who were born preterm and suffer congenital brain lesions (Pavlova 

and Krägeloh-Mann, 2013), with Alzheimer (Henry et al., 2012; Insch et al., 

2017) and Parkinson diseases (Cao et al., 2015; Jaywant et al., 2016a,b; 

Kloeters et al., 2017), epilepsy (Bala et al., 2018), and eating disorders such as 

anorexia nervosa and bulimia (Zucker et al., 2013; Lang et al., 2015; Dapelo et 

al., 2017). Some aspects of BM processing and body language reading are 

aberrant in ASD (e.g., Klin et al., 2009; Nackaerts et al., 2012; Jack et al., 2017; 

Metcalfe et al., 2019) or in individuals with elevated autistic traits (Burling et al., 

2019), schizophrenia (e.g., Hastings et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2011; Spencer et 

al., 2013; Hashimoto et al., 2014; Vaskinn et al., 2016; Engelstad et al., 2017, 

2018; Egeland et al., 2019) or schizotypal personality disorder (Hur et al., 

2016), bipolar disorders (Vaskinn et al., 2017),  ADHD (Kröger et al., 2014), 

anxiety disorders or in individuals with elevated anxiety (van der Cruys et al., 

2013; Heenan and Troje, 2014), obsessive compulsive disorders (Kim et al., 

2008), and unipolar depression (Loi et al., 2013; Kaletsch et al., 2014).  

Revealing gender differences requires specifically targeted work. This work will 

contribute to better understanding of gender-specific disorders related to social 

cognition and sex-specific functioning of the social brain. Further steps towards 

understanding of gender impact on social cognition have prospective clinical 

significance and implications. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The outcome of the presented work could be summarized as follows: Gender 

affects the accuracy, but not processing speed (response time) of body 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Rinehart%20NJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=21769728
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language reading. This effect is modulated (i) by the emotional content of 

action: females tend to surpass males in recognition of angry hostile action, 

whereas males exhibit an advance in the performance on the recognition of 

happy action. (ii) Actor gender also has an influence on performance: females 

show a tendency to perform better when an angry action is presented by a male 

actor, whereas men over perform on the recognition of happy female walkers. 

These findings could be helpful for creating, developing and validation of clinical 

tests on the ability of body language reading. In addition, better understanding 

of the neural processes underlying emotion recognition could reveal possible 

points of attack in the treatment of diseases associated with aberrant social 

cognition.  
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6.1 SUMMARY 

Body motion is a rich and reliable source of information for daily life social 

cognition, interaction and non-verbal communication. Yet gender effects in body 

language reading are largely unknown, and a few previous findings are sparse 

and controversial. Investigation of gender impact on body language reading is 

of substantial value for clarification of the nature of neurodevelopmental and 

psychiatric disorders (such as autism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, 

eating and anxiety disorders) characterized by aberrant social cognition. Many 

of these disorders are gender-specific: females and males are differently 

affected in terms of clinical picture, prevalence, and severity. The motivation of 

the present work was to clarify whether, and, if so, how gender affects body 

language reading in typically developing adults. We intended to make a step 

toward a framework for evaluation gender differences in the social brain in 

psychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders. In our experiments, body motion 

was represented by a point-light technique as a set of dots on the joints of an 

otherwise invisible body. This helps to isolate information revealed by body 

motion from other visual cues (e.g., color, shape). In the first study (Sokolov et 

al., 2011), by using a three alternative-forced choice paradigm, participants had 

to indicate whether a display portrayed happy, neutral or angry knocking at a 

door. The findings show that gender affects accuracy rather than speed of body 

language reading. This effect, however, is modulated by emotional content of 

actions: males surpass in recognition accuracy of happy actions, whereas 

females tend to excel in recognition of hostile angry knocking movement. In the 

second study (Krüger et al., 2013), a similar pattern of results was found for 

subtle emotions expressed by point-light human locomotion: Males surpass 

females in recognition accuracy and readiness to respond to happy walking 

portrayed by female actors, whereas females tend to be better in recognition of 

angry locomotion expressed by male actors. In contrast to widespread beliefs 

about female superiority in social cognition, this work suggests that gender 

effects in body language reading are largely modulated by emotional content of 

actions. Further research should combine methods of social neuroscience to 

uncover neural circuits underlying gender differences in the social brain. 
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6.2 ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Körpersprache ist eine wichtige und verlässliche Informationsquelle bei sozialer 

Wahrnehmung, Interaktion und non-verbaler Kommunikation im Alltag. Bisher 

sind jedoch Geschlechtereffekte bei der Wahrnehmung von Körpersprache 

weitestgehend unbekannt, die wenigen vorhandenen Erkenntnisse sind dürftig 

und widersprüchlich. Die Erforschung des Einflusses des Geschlechts auf die 

Wahrnehmung von Körpersprache ist wichtig für ein tieferes Verständnis für 

entwicklungsneurologische und psychiatrische Erkrankungen (wie zum Beispiel 

Autismus, Aufmerksamkeits-Defizit-Hyperaktivitäts-Syndrom, Ess- und 

Angststörungen), die durch eine veränderte Sozialwahrnehmung 

gekennzeichnet sind. Viele dieser Erkrankungen sind geschlechtsspezifisch: 

Frauen und Männer sind hinsichtlich klinischer Ausprägung, Häufigkeit und 

Schweregrad in unterschiedlichem Ausmaß betroffen. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war 

es zu klären, ob, und wenn ja, welchen Einfluss das Geschlecht bei normal 

entwickelten Erwachsenen auf die Körpersprachenwahrnehmung hat. In 

unseren Experimenten wurde Körpersprache mittels Lichtpunkt-Technik 

dargestellt mit mehreren Leuchtpunkten, die die Gelenke eines ansonsten 

unsichtbaren Körpers repräsentieren. Dadurch kann der durch Körperbewegung 

erzeugte Informationsgehalt von anderen visuellen Informationen (zum Beispiel 

Farben, Formen) isoliert werden. In der ersten Studie (Sokolov et al., 2011) 

mussten die Teilnehmer bestimmen, ob ein Video entweder ein fröhliches, 

neutrales oder ärgerliches Klopfen an eine Tür zeigt. Es konnte gezeigt werden, 

dass das Geschlecht eher die Genauigkeit als die Geschwindigkeit bei der 

Körpersprachenerkennung beeinflusst. Dieser Effekt variierte jedoch je nach 

Emotion der gezeigten Handlung: Männer erkennen fröhliches Klopfen besser, 

Frauen eher aggressiv ärgerliches Klopfen. In der zweiten Studie (Krüger et al., 

2013) zeigte sich ein ähnliches Ergebnis für durch Punktlicht dargestellte subtile 

Emotionen bei menschlichem Gehen: Männer erkennen besser und schneller 

fröhliches Laufen, das von weiblichen Schauspielern dargestellt wird, Frauen 

sind jedoch eher besser in der Erkennung von ärgerlichem Gehen von 

männlichen Schauspielern. Im Gegensatz zum weitverbreiteten Glauben an die 

weibliche Überlegenheit bei sozialer Wahrnehmung zeigt diese Arbeit, dass 
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Geschlechtsunterschiede bei der Körpersprachenerkennung zu einem großen 

Teil vom emotionalen Inhalt der gezeigten Handlung abhängen. Zur 

Identifizierung neuronaler Netzwerke, die den Geschlechtsunterschieden in der 

sozialen Wahrnehmung zugrunde liegen, sollte die weitere Forschung auch 

neurowissenschaftliche Methoden einbinden. 
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